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A few “Concerns” with MRI

simulations and alpha disks

tot= mag+ kin



(Blackman, Penna, Varniere 07)



Pessah et al 2007



Pessah et al. 2006



• PrM indeterminate in many simulations (other than Axel’s)

•  ranges 4+ orders of magnitude but =constant

• Box size and initial mean field strength determine saturation

• Without mean field effective alpha is too low when scaled

• Saturation  in “ideal MHD” periodic boxes has linear
dependence on initial vertical field seed strength. Weird.

• periodic boxes: chaos in “restricted homotopy class”

•  interpretation of  MRI does not scale correctly with shear

• pure viscosity “model” of disk turbulence misses explicit
transport term in surface density equation (Hubbard and

Blackman in prep.).

• What are minimum properties that turbulence must have to
produce outward angular momentum transfer?

• Improve closure model to allow non-viscous physics but still
allow tractable analytic theory

Handful of “Concerns”  



Toward a Model of Molecular
Cloud Fragmentation

collaborators: George Field, Eric Keto

(papers:Field, Blackman, Keto 2007; Blackman & Field in prep.)



Larson’s Laws

•  Larson (81):   p1=0.4   p2= 1.1

•  range observed but generally

 0.2 <  p1 < 0.7 (next page)





• Mv= 5 2 R/G

• M= 4 R3/3

• For p1=0.5,  p2= -1,  Mv / M =  constant =   G

•  is virial parameter (e.g. Bertoldi & Mckee)

•  =1 for  virial equilibrium

• perhaps larger scales show  =1 more
commonly than smaller scales

Virial Equilibrium and Virial Parameter





Basic Picture

•  =1: Large scale structures unstable to gravitational
collapse derive observable MC cascade scalings
assuming gravity is primary source of velocity dispersion

•   >1:  Small scale ‘pressure’ confined structures
(Elmegreen 85; Keto Meyers 86; Bertoldi & Mckee 92): stability of
HLC,  and “pressure” bound clumps, consistent with
p1=0.5. (Below critical mass, both grav. unstable and
pressure stable solutions are available)

• SFR mediation can be “incorporated” via scale dependent
mass flux.  To suppress given mass deposition rate,
needed feedback power decreases with decreasing scale



CASE 1: =1

• “Inertial range” gravity driven

•  R2 / 2 = constant:

• Nested structure:  x=R/R
1

•  mass flux

•Constant F
M

•Constant dF
M

/dR



Resulting Scaling Relations, (F
M

 constant)

• Not horrible



Resulting Scaling Relations, (dF
M

/dR =constant)

• Not horrible either





Comment on p1 and conservation laws

• Would like to derive p1 from conservation

relations

• conservation of momentum/mass          p1 = 0.5

• Maybe physically motivated for supersonic grav

driven flow (note alternate context of outflow

e.g. Matzner 07 )



CASE 2:  > 1

• Viral theorem with ext pressure

• For p1 = 0.5 ( 2 / r = constant) this becomes
an equation for surface density:

• No equilib for Pe>Pe,c and two solns for Pe< Pe,c



For given Pe, Mc is the M for which Pe=Pe,c

• GMc
2 /RV   Mc 

2 /V4/3   at critical point

• V  Mc
2/Pe for a given Pe

• Mc  4/(GPe
1/2)

• For M > Mc unstable collapse

• For M< Mc  pressure confined solutions,
collapse not inevitable for pressure branch
(grav branch are unstable Keto Field 05)

• Requires source of Pe



Application to Observations

Pressure bound HLC (Magnani et al 85, Keto & Meyers

86; Heithhause 1990)

– p1=0.5 is measured,  2/R measured, then

compute Pe,c=1.2 x 10-10 dyn/cm2

– Infer Pe/Pe,c = 10-3 observationally

– Solve for surface density in above formalism:

=1.3 x 10-4 g/cm2  and Av=0.2

– Agrees with Keto & Meyers 86



Pressure Bound clumps

• Orphiucus (Loren 89) M> 30Msun,

L>0.8pc a=1;  L< 0.8pc a >> 1

• Bertoldi & Mckee (92):  >> 1;  Pe

inferred (105 kb)




